Wordscapes level 976 answers
Wordscapes level 976 in the Lake Group and Calm Pack contains 13 words
and the letters CEGINR making it a relatively moderate level.
This puzzle 56 extra words make it fun to play.
Reaching this point shows that you completed 10,969 words and 44,324 letters.
The words included in this word game are:
GENE, GRIN, RICE, RING, REIN, GENRE, GREEN, NICER, NIECE, REIGN, GENIE, CRINGE,
GENERIC.
The extra or bonus words are:
NEE, CERGE, ENE, ERG, GERNE, ERIC, ICER, GEN, CINE, ERNE, EGRE, GENIC, REG,
GERE, IRE, CEE, GIRN, CERE, CREE, CIERGE, GER, RIG, ERN, CIRE, CERING, ERE,
CERNE, REC, NIGER, GIE, CRINE, ICE, RENIG, EGER, NICE, ING, REN, REE, RIN,
GREN, NIE, REEN, GREE, EEN, GIEN, ENG, CIG, EIGNE, REI, GEE, RINE, GRICE,
GRECE, GIN, NEG, REGIE.
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Word definitions - wordscapes level 976
GENE - A unit of heredity; a segment of DNA or RNA that is transmitted from one gener
ation to the next, and that carries genetic information such as the sequence of amino
acids for a protein.
GRIN - A smile in which the lips are parted to reveal the teeth.
RICE - Cereal plants (Oryza sativa) of the grass family whose seeds are used as food.

RING - A circumscribing object, (roughly) circular and hollow, looking like an annual
ring, earring, finger ring etc.
REIN - A strap or rope attached to the bridle or bit, used to control a horse, animal
or young child.
GENRE - A kind; a stylistic category or sort, especially of literature or other artwo
rks.
GREEN - Having green as its color.
NICER - Comparative form of nice: more nice.
NIECE - A daughter of someone's sibling, brother-in-law, or sister-in-law; either the
daughter of one's brother ("fraternal niece"), or of one's sister ("sororal niece").

REIGN - The exercise of sovereign power.
GENIE - An invisible spirit mentioned in the Qur'an and believed by Muslims to inhabi
t the earth and influence mankind by appearing in the form of humans or animals.
CRINGE - A posture or gesture of shrinking or recoiling.
GENERIC - Very comprehensive; pertaining or appropriate to large classes or groups as
opposed to specific.

